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SIGNAL MODULATION FOR RADIOFREQUENCY COMMUN ICATIONS

Field of the invention

The invention relates to the technical field of signa l modu lation devices and

methods for radiofrequency commu nications, especia lly for providing an output

sig nal to a radio frequency front-end, in particula r a switched -mode power am plifier.

Background

Switched-mode is an emerging technology for achieving hig h power

efficiency in Radio Frequency (RF) power am plifiers. Switched-mode means that the

power transistors are either in a fu lly conducting state or in a com pletely shut-off

state. A filter at the output is then often needed to remove unwa nted ha rmonics and

quantization noise of the switch frequency.

A method of achieving a band pass RF sig na l is to use ba nd pass sigma

delta modulation (BPSDM) working at four times the RF ca rrier frequency.

Developments based on this method a re disclosed for exam ple in EP-A1 -2330734 or

EP-A1 -2403 136. However such techniques lead to the constraints of generating four

pu lses per carrier period a nd having the whole digita l chain, including BPDSM, work

at a very hig h frequency higher than the wanted RF ca rrier frequency, which causes

huge technology constraints.

Craven P. "Toward the 24-bit DAC: novel noise-sha ping topologies

incorporating correction for the nonlinea rity in a PWM output stage", J. Audio Eng.

Soc, Vol . 4 1, No 5 . (XP000432 100) discloses a nonlinear noise sha per, which

includes a digita l simulation of the intrinsic PWM non linearity and correction through

feedback or a combination of feedforwa rd a nd feedback.

WO-A1 -200 1/97384 discloses methods for reducing distortion and noise in

high power digital PWM am plifiers by measu ring the difference between the desired

output signa l and the actual output sig nal on a pulse by pu lse basis.

WO-A2-92 15 153 discloses a signa l convertor com prising a pu lse

modu lator, a nd means for modifying the signal input thereto in dependence upon the

error in previous values of the output thereof, to reduce the effects of the error within

a desired signa l band.

Summary



In accorda nce with a first object, the invention provides a method for

generating a symbol mapping table in a memory for mapping a finite number of

quantized com plex output states of a modu lation device operating at a first

oversam pling clock rate to quantized symbols, the method com prising:

selecting a carrier frequency,

selecting an initia l set of pu lse train segments having a time-g ranularity

corresponding to a second oversam pling clock rate,

determining a com plex energy coefficient of the pu lse train segments of the initia l set

at the ca rrier frequency,

selecting a subset of the pu lse train segments of which the com plex energy

coefficients at the carrier frequency closely approximate the quantized complex output

states of the modulation device, so that each qua ntized com plex output state is

uniquely mapped to a pulse train segment of the subset,

for each pulse train segment mapped to a qua ntized com plex output state, recording

at a memory address associated to the quantized com plex output state a quantized

symbol encoding the pulse train segment.

According to embodiments, such methods ca n com prise one or more of the

featu res below.

In embodiments, the method is further for generating a digital predistortion

table in the memory, the method further com prising:

for each pulse train segment mapped to a quantized com plex output state,

determining a complex predistorsion symbol as a function of the com plex energy

coefficient of the pu lse train segment at the carrier frequency, and

recording the predistorsion symbol at a memory add ress associated to the quantized

com plex output state.

In embodiments, the step of selecting a subset of the pu lse train segments

com prises:

com puting a com plex-plane distance between a quantized com plex output state of

the modu lation device and the com plex energy coefficient of each pulse train

segment,

mapping the qua ntized com plex output state to a pulse train segment which yields a

minimum of the com plex-plane distance,



and disca rding the pulse train segments which are not mapped to any qua ntized

com plex output state.

In embodiments, the method further com prises:

determining a center of a com plex constel lation of the com plex energy coefficients at

the carrier frequency,

offsetting the com plex constel lation by a com plex number to substa ntia lly match the

center of the com plex constel lation with the center of a second constellation made up

of the qua ntized com plex output states of the modu lation device.

In embodiments, the method further com prises:

determining a first circle which is geometrica lly inscribed within the com plex

constellation of the com plex energy coefficients at the ca rrier frequency, and

sca ling the complex constel lation to substantia lly equate the radius of the inscribed

circle with a pea k energy of the quantized com plex output states of the modu lation

device.

In embodiments, the step of selecting an initial set of pulse train segments

com prises selecting a bina ry word length, and constructing a set of width-modulated

and/or position-modulated pu lse train segments which ca n be uniquely represented

by a binary word having the selected binary word length.

In embodiments, the step of selecting an initial set of pulse train segments

com prises selecting a constraint, and constructing a set of width-modu lated and/or

position-modulated pulse train segments which satisfy the constraint.

Such an initial constraint may be im posed to meet a va riety of objectives. In

embodiments, the constraint serves to preconfigu re the pu lse train segments so as to

emphasize a ha rmonic of the pulse train segments located in a second Nyquist zone

at the carrier frequency, so that a ca rrier frequency above the first oversam pling clock

rate ca n be synthesized with maximum power and minimum qua ntization noise.

In embodiments, the constraint defines a fixed number of pu lses per pu lse

train segment, especia lly one pulse per pulse train segment o r two pu lses per pulse

train segment.

In embod iments, the constraint defines a logical relation between a first ha lf

and a second half of the pulse train segment, especial ly defines equality, sign



opposition or com plementarity between the first ha lf and the second half of the pu lse

train segment.

In embodiments, the constraint defines a fixed va lue for a second half of the

pu lse train segment.

In embodiments, the pu lses in the pu lse train segments com prise sing le-level

pu lses.

In embod iments, the pu lses in the pu lse train segments com prise multi-level

pu lses, especial ly pulses having two or three amplitude states beyond zero.

In embodiments, the step of determining a com plex energy coefficient of a

pu lse train segment at the ca rrier frequency com prises com puting a point of the

discrete Fou rier tra nsform of the pu lse train segment at the desired carrier frequency.

In embodiments, the step of determining a com plex energy coefficient of a

pu lse train segment at the ca rrier frequency com prises feeding the pu lse train

segment to a radio frequency front-end for radiating an electromag netic field and

measu ring an energy content of the radiated electromag netic field at the carrier

frequency.

In an embodiment, the invention a lso provides a memory comprising at least

one of a symbol mapping table and a digita l predistortion table generated by the

above-described methods.

In an embodiment, a method of using such a memory com prises:

receiving an intermedia ry signa l at the first oversam pling clock rate,

reading a qua ntized symbol in the symbol mapping ta ble at a memory add ress

associated to a current qua ntized com plex state of the intermediary sig nal,

reading a predistortion symbol in the digital predistortion table at a memory address

associated to the cu rrent quantized com plex state of the intermedia ry signal,

generating a pu lse train segment encoded by the qua ntized symbol, and

providing the predistortion symbol as a feedback signa l to a sigma-delta modu lator.

According to embodiments, such methods ca n com prise one o r more of the

featu res below.

In an embodiment, the generated pulse train segment includes multilevel

pu lses, and the method further comprises converting the multi-level pulse train

segment into a plu rality of pa rallel single-level pu lse train segments as a function of a



multi-branch power amplifier design and feeding each single-level pulse train

segments to a corresponding feed branch of the power amplifier.

In embodiments, the multi-bra nch power amplifier design may be two-way

symmetric pu lse feed, two-way asymmetric 1:2 pulse feed Doherty or three-way

symmetric pulse feed Doherty, or other.

Aspects of the first object of invention a re based on the ideas of enabling

arbitra ry choices of pulses, through the use of precomputed code books, so as to va ry

a number of pulses per ca rrier period o r to select an optimized set of pulses for a

given carrier frequency. Aspects of the first object of invention are based on the

observations that a careful selection of pu lses to be used ca n produce a positive

impact on a va riety of system featu res and requirements, i.e. clock rate requirements,

coding efficiency, in-band signa l to noise ratio, ca pacitive losses in drivers and power

amplifiers, and others.

In accordance with a second object, the invention provides a sig nal

modu lation device for providing an output sig nal to a radio frequency front-end, the

device comprising :

an input for receiving a com plex input signal com prising an in-phase com ponent

sig nal and a quadratu re-phase component sig nal,

a sigma-delta modu lator for modulating the com plex input sig nal at an oversampling

clock rate into an intermedia ry sig na l, wherein the intermedia ry signa l takes a first

finite number of qua ntized complex states,

a symbol mapping table for mapping the qua ntized com plex states of the

intermediary sig na l to predefined quantized symbols each encoding a pulse train

segment of the output signal, and

a numerica l oscil lator for generating a phase sig nal oscil lating at a selected carrier

frequency, wherein the phase sig na l takes a second finite number of qua ntized states,

wherein the symbol mapping table com prises a predefined quantized symbol for

each quantized complex state of the intermediary sig na l and each quantized state of

the phase signa l, and operates at each oversam pling clock period to select a

quantized symbol as a function of a current qua ntized complex state of the

intermediary signal and a current qua ntized state of the phase sig nal .



According †o embodiments, such signa l modu lation devices can comprise

one or more of the featu res below.

In embodiments, the device further com prises a digita l predistortion table for

mapping the quantized complex states of the intermedia ry signa l to predefined

predistorsion symbols, and a feedback loop for providing the predistorsion symbols

to the sigma-delta modu lator.

In embodiments, the digita l predistortion table com prises a predefined

predistortion symbol for each qua ntized complex state of the intermediary signal and

each quantized state of the phase signal, and operates at each oversam pling clock

period to select a predistortion symbol as a function of the current quantized com plex

state of the intermediary signa l and the current qua ntized state of the phase sig nal .

In embodiments, the predistorsion symbol associated to a complex

quantized state of the intermedia ry signal and a qua ntized state of the phase signal is

a function of an energy coefficient of the pulse train segment encoded by the

corresponding quantized symbol at the ca rrier frequency and a com plex phase

coefficient corresponding to the quantized state of the complex phase sig nal .

In embodiments, the device further comprises a pu lse generator arranged to

receive the qua ntized symbol selected at each oversampling clock period, wherein the

pu lse generator is adapted to generate a pulse train segment as a function of the

received qua ntized sym bol, wherein the pulse generator operates at a second

oversam pling clock rate.

In embodiments, the qua ntized symbol com prises a pa ral lel binary sequence

and wherein the pulse generator com prises a serializer ada pted to seria lize the

pa ral lel bina ry sequence at the second oversam pling clock rate.

In embodiments, the phase sig nal is coded over a predefined number of

bits, e.g. over 4 bits.

In embod iments, the numerica l oscil lator comprises a phase accumu lator

operating as function of a control sig nal defining the selected carrier frequency coded

over the predefined number of bits and a clock signal at the first oversam pling clock

rate, the device further comprising a multi-stage low pass noise sha ping sigma delta

filter a rra nged to provide the control signa l coded over the predefined number of bits

by filtering a refined control signa l coded over a hig her number of bits.



In embodiments, the device further com prises a rate-adjustable clock

arranged to provide a clock signa l at the first oversampling clock rate, wherein the

first oversampling clock rate is adjustable over a smal l adjustment ra nge.

In embodiments, the symbol mapping table is obtained by executing the

steps of:

selecting an initia l set of pu lse train segments having a time-g ranularity

corresponding to a second oversam pling clock rate,

determining a com plex energy coefficient of the pu lse train segments of the initia l set

at the ca rrier frequency, and

for each qua ntized state of the phase signa l,

computing a com plex phase coefficient corresponding to the quantized state of

the com plex phase signa l, and

selecting a subset of the pulse train segments of which the com plex energy

coefficients at the carrier frequency closely approximate the qua ntized com plex states

of the intermediary sig na l multiplied by the com plex phase coefficient, so that each

quantized complex state of the intermediary sig nal is uniquely mapped to a pulse

train segment of the subset, e.g. the best fitting pu lse train segment,

for each pu lse train segment mapped to a qua ntized com plex output state,

recording a quantized symbol encoding the pulse train segment at a memory add ress

associated to a combination of the quantized com plex state of the intermedia ry signa l

combined and the qua ntized state of the phase sig na l .

In accorda nce with the second object, the invention also provides a signal

modu lation method for providing an output sig na l to a radio frequency front-end, the

method comprising :

receiving a com plex input sig nal comprising an in-phase com ponent sig na l and a

quad rature-phase com ponent signa l,

sigma-delta modu lating the com plex input signal at an oversam pling clock rate into

an intermedia ry signal, wherein the intermediary signa l takes a first finite number of

quantized complex states,

generating a phase sig nal oscil lating at a selected ca rrier frequency, wherein the

phase signa l takes a second finite number of quantized states,

accessing a symbol mapping table at each oversampling clock period to select a

quantized sym bol encoding a pulse train segment of the output signa l as a function



of a cu rrent quantized com plex state of the intermediary sig nal and a cu rrent

quantized state of the phase sig nal,

wherein the symbol mapping table com prises a predefined quantized symbol for

each quantized complex state of the intermediary signa l and each qua ntized state of

the phase signa l .

Aspects of the second object of invention a re based on the idea of enabling

a choice of the ca rrier oversam pling ratio, thereby limiting clock rate requirements.

Aspects of the second object of invention stem from the observation that enabling a

higher carrier frequency generation at a same oversampling clock rate helps reduce

pu lses density to relax constraints on power amplifiers and driver chains and

therefore reduce power consum ption in gate ca pacitors cha rge and discharge.

Brief description of the drawings

These and other aspects of the invention wil l be apparent from and

elucidated with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter, by way of

exam ple, with reference to the drawings.

Figure 1 is a functiona l representation of a radio frequency transmitter for

digital commu nications.

Figure 2 is a functiona l representation of a signal modu lation device that

ca n be used in the tra nsmitter of Figure 1.

Figure 3 is a g ra ph showing a com plex constellation that can be obtained

with a sigma delta modulator of the modulation device of Figu re 2.

Figure 4 is a schematic representation of pu lse train segments that can be

encoded in a symbol mapping table of the modulation device of Figu re 2.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the complex constellation of a predefined set of

pu lse tra in segments at two different ca rrier frequencies.

Figure 7 is a schematic representation of pu lse train segments meeting a

twin-pu lse constraint.

Figure 8 illustrates a com plex energy constel lation of a set of dua l pulse train

segments meeting a twin-pu lse constraint at a carrier frequency.

Figure 9 is a schematic representation of pulse train segments meeting a P-0

constraint.



Figure 10 is a schematic representation of pu lse train segments meeting a

symmetry constraint.

Figu re 11 is a schematic representation of pu lse train segments meeting an

oppositeness constraint.

Figure 12 is a schematic representation of pu lse train segments meeting a

com plementarity constraint.

Figu re 13 is a g ra ph showing the spectrum of PPWM sig nal that ca n be

generated with the modu lation device of Figu re 2.

Figu re 1 is a time-domain gra ph showing a three-level pu lse train that can

be generated by the modu lation device of Figure 2 in an embodiment.

Figu re 15 is a time-domain gra ph showing a fou r-level pu lse train that ca n

be generated by the modu lation device of Figure 2 in an embodiment.

Figu re 16 is a functional representation of a sig nal modulation device that

can be used in the tra nsmitter of Figure 1 in accordance with another embodiment.

Figu re 17 is a conceptua l representation of a sig na l modu lation device that

can be used in the tra nsmitter of Figure 1 in accordance with another embodiment.

Figu re 18 is a functional representation of a sig nal modulation device that

emu lates the sig nal modu lation device of Figure 17.

Figu re 19 is a functiona l representation of a modified embodiment of the

sig nal modu lation device of Figu re 18.

Figu re 20 is a gra ph showing a com plex energy constellation that can be

obtained with a sigma delta modu lator of the modulation devices of Figures 17 to

19 .

Figu re 2 1 is a flow diagram of a codebook selection method .

Detailed description of the embodiments

There wil l be described embodiments of a signa l modu lation device

provided for a switched-mode power amplifier that can be used in wireless

commu nications networks, for instance in 3G, 4G and above. The radio ca rrier

frequencies used in such networks depend on both technica l and regional spectrum

regu latory constraints and range typica lly between 700 MHz and 2.7 GHz.

With reference to Figure 1, a digita l RF tra nsmitter is schematically depicted .

The digital RF tra nsmitter comprises a digita l modu lation device 1, a power amplifier



2, a ba nd pass output filter 3 and an antenna 4 . The power amplifier 2, ba nd pass

output filter 3 and antenna 4 ca n be referred to as a radio front-end 5, by contrast

with digita l modu lation device 1.

The modu lation device 1 com prises two quantizer stages that respectively

operate at a first oversam pling clock rate Fl and a second oversam pling clock rate

F2. A ratio between the oversam pling clock rates Fl and F2 will be denoted by

F2N = —.
Fl

The modulation device 1 receives a complex baseba nd signa l 6 at an input.

The sam pling rate of the baseba nd signa l 6 will be denoted F0. The oversampling

ratio between the sam pling rate F0 and the first oversam pling clock rate Fl will be

Fldenoted by M = —.
' F0

In an implementation, the baseband signa l 6 may be received as two

pa ral lel scala r com ponents, i.e. an in-phase component denoted by I and a

quad rature-phase com ponent denoted by Q . In the following, there will be described

sig nal processing methods applied to the com plex baseband signa l 6, e.g . sigma

delta modu lation. By virtue of linea rity, the skil led person will appreciate that the

sigma delta modu lation of com plex signals ca n be implemented as two para llel

sigma delta modu lation processes for each sca la r com ponent making up the com plex

sig nal.

The modulation device 1 transmits to the radio front-end 5 a frequency-

converted time-domain pulsed sig na l 7 that encodes the information content of the

baseba nd sig nal 6 in the position and/or width and/or amplitude of the pulses.

With reference to Figu re 2, an embodiment of the modu lation device 1 will

now be described, in which BPSDM is employed . As known in the a rt, a ba nd pass

sigma delta modulator operates to frequency-convert a useful information signa l into

a frequency ba nd of interest, a.k.a. clea n bandwidth, while rejecting qua ntization

noise outside the frequency band of interest. The noise transfer function of such a

modu lator has a typica l notched envelope that is i l lustrated in the simu lation results of

Figure 13 . The qua ntization noise rejected outside the clean bandwidth ca n be post-

filtered by the ba nd pass output filter 3 .

For the sake of conciseness, it will be sufficient to note that the band pass

sigma delta modu lator 10 of Figu re 2 is designed so that its clean ba ndwidth is

centered on a selected ca rrier frequency of the RF tra nsmitter. The ca rrier frequency



will be denoted by FC in the fol lowing. As BPSDM is a known technique, the skilled

reader is referred to technical literature for further information about BPSDM

implementation. A specific embodiment of an emu lated band pass sigma delta

modu lator will a lso be described in a further portion of the present specification.

Hence, the modulation device of Figu re 2 com prises the band pass sigma

delta modulator 10 which is arra nged to receive and process the baseba nd signa l 6 .

The band pass sigma delta modu lator 10 comprises a first qua ntizer 11, which

operates at the oversam pling clock rate Fl to deliver an intermedia ry signal 12 at an

output. As an illustration, the oversam pling ratio M may be between 10 and 30. The

ba nd pass sigma delta modu lator 10 may typical ly include integ ration stages to the

3 rd or 4 th order to obtain a Signa l-†o-Noise ratio of about 60 dB or hig her over up to

5% of the SDM ba nd.

Hence, the intermedia ry sig nal 12 is a quantized complex signa l that takes a

quantized state within a given complex constellation 20 at each Fl clock period . In

an embodiment, the quantized states of intermediary signa l 12 a re com plex states

coded over 6 bits, i.e. 3 bits for the l-com ponent and 3 bits for the Q-component.

Figure 3 illustrates the complex constellation 20 of the quantized states of the

intermediary sig nal 12 in this embodiment. O f course, the qua ntizer 11 cou ld

produce a different number of states as well, i.e. to yield a richer or poorer

constellation.

Next, a ra ndom-access memory 13 is provided to store a symbol mapping

table 14 and a digital predistorsion table 15 . The symbol mapping table 14 is

accessed at each Fl clock period at a memory add ress associated to the current state

of the intermedia ry sig nal 12 to deliver a qua ntized symbol stored at that add ress,

a.k.a . pulse code 16 . The pulse code 16 encodes a predefined pu lse train segment

that wil l be generated as the time-domain pulsed sig nal 7 by a pulse generator 17

upon receiving the pulse code 16 at each Fl clock period . The pu lse generator 17

operates at the second oversam pling frequency F2, so that the shortest pu lse that ca n

be generated is equa l to the F2 clock period.

In an embodiment, the pulse code 16 is binary word having a word length

equal to the oversam pling ratio N and the pu lse generator 17 is a serializer that

generates a single-level pu lse train segment 30 by serialization of the pu lse code 16,

i.e. a binary amplitude coded sig nal at the second oversampling frequency F2. An



illustration of two such pulse codes 16 and corresponding pu lse train segments 30 is

shown on Figu re 4 .

Simila rly, the digital predistorsion table 15 is accessed at each Fl clock

period at a memory add ress associated to the current state of the intermediary signa l

12 to deliver a com plex predistorsion sym bol stored at that address, a .k.a. com plex

power coefficient 18 . The com plex power coefficient 18 is fed back to the ba nd pass

sigma delta modu lator 10 throug h a feedback loop to act as direct form

predistorsion of the intermedia ry sig nal 12 .

It will be appreciated that, in accorda nce with the above described

functioning, a large variety of pu lse trains ca n be generated, which mostly depend on

the manner in which the symbol mapping table 14 has been popu lated. The symbol

mapping table 14 operates as a dictionary, a .k.a . pu lse codebook that predefines a

finite set of pulse train segments of which the time-domain pu lsed signa l 7 is

eventually constituted . Therefore the above-described system is high ly ada ptable. In

pa rticu la r, the selection of a pu lse codebook ca n be optimized as a function of a

number constraints and requirements of the application case.

In reference to Figure 2 1, there will be described a method for selecting a

pu lse codebook and populating the symbol mapping table 14 and digita l

predistorsion table 15 according ly. The selection of the codebook is intended to

enable an adequate representation of a l l the quantized com plex states of the

intermediary sig nal 12. In the following, it is assumed that the intermedia ry sig nal 12

is limited by a constant envelope signa l . Hence, the quantized states of intermediary

sig nal 12 are confined, at least in a statistical ly sig nifica nt manner, within a unita ry

circle representing nominal sig nal power. Such a unitary circle is depicted at numera l

2 1 in Figu re 3 .

The pu lse codebook selection is an offline process that starts with the

selection of an initia l set of ca ndidate pu lse train segments at step 40. This initial

selection may take into account more or less dema nding constraints, i.e. to obtain a

larger or smaller initial set of candidate pulse train segments.

A constraint to be taken into account is the binary word length of the pu lse

code. With single level pu lses, the feasible bina ry word length is at most equal to the

oversam pling ratio N. For the sake of i l lustration, it will be assumed that the binary

word length is equa l to the oversam pling ratio N in the following.



If the word length is the only constraint im posed, an initial set of 2 (2 power

N) pu lse train segments ensues. Figure 4 illustrates two such pu lse train segments 30

for N =8. Namely, the time length of a pulse train segments 30 is the Fl clock period

and the time granularity of a pulse is the F2 clock period . The information of a pu lse

train segment is encoded in both the position and width of the pu lses, a scheme

referred to as Pulse Position and Width Modu lation (PPWM).

Once the initia l set of candidate pu lse train segments is identified, the

method goes on to compute the complex energy of each ca ndidate pu lse train

segment at the RF ca rrier frequency of interest FC at step 4 1. This com putation ca n

be done throug h direct Fou rier tra nsform of the time-domain pulse train segment. A

com plex constellation 25 of the ca ndidate pulse train segments is obtained . Such

constellations a re illustrated in Figu res 5 and 6 in an embodiment.

At step 42, optional ly, the resu lting com plex constel lation 25 is offset and/or

sca led to su perim pose a dense portion of the complex constel lation 25 to the

statistica lly significa nt portion of the qua ntized complex states of the intermedia ry

sig nal 12. The offsetting of the constel lation in the com plex pla ne is equivalent to

varying a continuous wave component of the pulse train segment, which has no

practical im plication on the emitted RF sig nal. The scaling of the constellation is

equiva lent to varying a pea k energy of the pu lses.

In an embodiment, step 42 can be im plemented as follows: a center 27 of

the origina l com plex constellation 25 is determined throug h geometrica l

considerations, as a center of mass of the useful part of the complex constel lation 25.

Then the center 27 is offset to match with the center 22 of the complex constellation

20. Then the la rgest circle 26 inscribed within the com plex constellation 25 is

determined . Then the constel lation 25 is scaled to match the radius of circle 26 with

the radius of circle 2 1. This corresponds to adjusting the SDM loop gain and

defining pea k energy of the input l-Q signal .

The method goes on to step 43 in which a dista nce optimization method is

applied to find a closest mapping symbol within the constel lation 25 - potential ly

offset and/or scaled as the case may be - for each com plex quantized state within the

constellation 20. For exam ple, a com plex qua ntized state is selected within the

constellation 20, then the com plex plane distance of that state to each point in the

constellation 25 is com puted and the constellation point of constellation 25 that



minimizes that distance is selected as the mapping symbol. Althoug h the mapping is

explained in the frequency domain, i.e. through the energy of sam ples at carrier

frequency FC, it should be noted that a selection of time-domain sig na ls ensues, i.e.

a subset of the candidate pulse train segments is selected as those pu lse train

segments of which the com plex energy at the carrier frequency FC most closely

matches the qua ntized com plex states of the intermedia ry signa l 12 . The remaining

irreducible mismatch between the best matching pulse train segments and the

com plex states of intermediary signal 12 will cause the final quantization noise as a

systematic error of the method. However, the level of that systematic error can be

controlled. O f course, the higher the oversam pling ratio N, the lower the systematic

quantization noise because the accessible codebook becomes richer with growing

pa rameter N .

At step 44, for each selected pulse train segment, the com plex energy at the

carrier frequency FC is stored in predistorsion table 15 at an address associated to

the corresponding quantized com plex state of the intermediary sig nal 12 and the

pu lse code encoding the pu lse train segment is stored in mapping table 14 at an

address associated to the corresponding qua ntized complex state of the intermedia ry

sig nal 12.

There wil l now be described different rules that may be used at step 40 for

the initial set selection.

A first class of ru les consists in limiting the num ber of sig nal tra nsitions in an

Fl clock period, with a view to reduce power consum ption and needed amplifier

ba ndwidth in the radio front-end 5 . In pa rticu la r, the number of pulses per pu lse

train segment ca n be limited to one in this manner, by limiting the number of 0- 1

transitions and the number of 1-0 transitions to one per pu lse train segment, a .k. a.

sing le-pu lse constraint. As an i l lustration, 37 pu lse train segments meet the single-

pu lse constraint within the unconstrained set of 256 for 8 bits pu lse codes. Figure 4

shows a pu lse code 00 111100 that meets the single-pu lse constraint and a pulse

code 000 10 100 that does not. Simila rly, 137 pu lse train segments meet the single-

pu lse constraint for 16-bi†s pu lse codes.

The sing le-pulse constraint is further illustrated by Figu res 5 and 6 that show

com plex constel lations 25 obtained by applying that constraint. In those exam ples,

F Cthe carrier frequency FC is defined through the frequency ratio = — . It is observed



that the circu la rity of the constel lation 25, and hence the number of usable pulse train

segments within the circle 26, va ries as a function of ratio R. Namely, the circu la rity

improves when R becomes closer to 1/ 2 .

Figure 7 i l lustrates a different selection constrai nt, namely imposing two

pu lses per pu lse train segment with each pu lse having a length lower tha n N/2,

a.k.a . twin-pu lse constraint. As a consequence, more information is coded at the

expense of more pu lses per ca rrier period . For N = 16 , an initia l set of 3 72= 1369

pu lse train segments is obtained . Figure 8 i l lustrates the corresponding com plex

constellation 25.

Selection constraints can a lso be enforced to em phasize the resu lting signa l

in specific parts of the spectrum . In illustrative embodiment of such constraints, a

pu lse train segment 30 is divided in two half-segments 3 1 and 32 and a specific ru le

is applied to define the second half 32.

Figure 9 illustrates a case in which the second ha lf 32 is uniform ly zero, i.e.

no pu lse is a llowed in second ha lf 32. This ru le can be used to reduce pu lse density

at low power, e.g. 6dB backoff.

Figure 10 illustrates a case in which the second ha lf-segment 32 is a

duplicate of the first ha lf-segment 3 1. This ru le ca n be used to reduce spectrum

noise and images above 0.5F 1.

In an embodiment, the codebooks resu lting from the ru les i l lustrated in

Figures 9 and 10 ca n be employed in a same transmitter device enforcing an

additiona l code book selection step as a function of sig nal power. Namely, the code

book of Figu re 9 is used at lower power and the code book of Figu re 10 is used at

higher power. This will reduce the number of pu lses per ca rrier period by 2 at low

power while keeping good encoder efficiency, simila r to Doherty effect.

In a modified embodiment, both constel lations resu lting from Figures 9 and

10 are concatenated at step 40. Therefore, the SDM feedback loop eventual ly

operates to switch from one codebook (Figu re 9) to the other (Figure 10) depending

on average and peak energy of input signa l 6 .

Figu re 11 illustrates a case in which the second ha lf-segment 32 is the

opposite of the first half-segment 3 1. This rule can be used to reduce spectrum noise

and images arou nd 0 a nd 2*F 1 frequencies, i.e. 0 modu lo 2*F 1. This is a suitable

choice for ca rrier frequency FC close to Fl and a high pass driver chain in the radio



front-end 5 . In fact, no energy of noise exists close to DC so that no risk of envelope

reconstruction in an AC coupled d river chain ensues, which help keep clean binary

pu lses a long the chain.

Figure 12 illustrates a case in which the second ha lf-segment 32 is the

com plementary of the first half-segment 3 1. This ru le can be used in simila r

conditions as Figu re 11 a nd further provides adequate PWM ca rrier su ppression at

frequency Fl to im prove the encoder efficiency. Those filtering effects come at the

expense of doubling the second oversam pling clock rate F2, and hence doubling

ratio N and number of pu lses per carried period, a .k.a factor K.

Qua ntitative examples

A 4WCDMA radio tra nsmission was simu lated by computer.

In a first simulation resu lt, the parameters and resu lts a re: FC = 1.875GHz ;

M = 2; Fl = 2GHz ; N = 16 ; F2 =32GHz ; K=3 .04 ; ACLR= 73.3dB ; unfiltered 60dB

ACLR bandwid†h =88MHz ; max IBW= 60 MHz ; unfiltered coding efficiency over DC

to 2*F 1=85. 1% ; filtered coding efficiency over DC to 2*F 1=96. 1% ; filtered 60dB

ACLR bandwid†h = 140MHz. The code book is constrained by the com plementary ru le

(Figu re 12) together with the sing le-pu lse rule in the first half-segment.

In a second simu lation resu lt, the modified pa rameters are only: FC =

2.125GHz ; M = 0.94 12. The results a re only modified as: K= 2 .73 ; ACLR= 74dB ;

filtered coding efficiency over DC to 2*F 1=96.9%.

It is observed that PPWM constel lations enable robust efficiency and ACLR

towa rds input backoff. Efficiency and ACLR deg rade slowly over the first l OdB

backoff.

Figure 13 illustrates the spectrum of the pulsed time-domain signa l 7

obtained in a similar simulation case in which: FC = 2.125GHz ; Fl = 2GHz ; N= 32 ;

F2 = 64GHz. The code book is constrained by the com plementary ru le (Figure 12)

together with the single-pulse ru le in the first ha lf-segment.

In the foregoing, reference has been made to single-level pu lse trains.

However, similar mapping and coding methods a re applicable to richer

constellations in which a quantized pu lse-level dimension is added, i.e. pu lse train

segments including multi-level pu lses. It will be appreciated that doubling the

number of am plitude states of the pulses will cause a quadratic expansion of the



constellations. Such multi-level pu lse trains are especial ly suited to drive multi-branch

power amplifiers in which the multi-level pulse train is eventual ly converted to plu ral

pa ral lel single-level pulse trains, so that each pa rallelized sing le-level pulse train

drives a respective amplifier branch to switch only pa rt of the total power.

Embodiments of the above multi-level principle will be described in reference

to Figu res 1 and 15 .

In Figu re 1 , a simulation result in shown of a 3-level pulse train suitable to

drive a 2-way symmetric pulse feed type amplifier. The simulation parameters are:

N = 8 ; FC= 2.125MHz ; Fl = 2GHz ; F2= 16GHz. Two independent paral lel sing le-

level pulse sequences a re generated with a code book constrained by the

com plementary ru le (Figu re 12) together with the sing le-pulse ru le in the first half-

segment. These pa rameters imply that a code book of 11 pulse trains is generated

with 2 pu lses per train. The summed resu lt is a pu lse train taking 3 relative values - 1

; ;0 ; + 1, i.e. with a tota l of 5 1 multi-level pulse trains in the resu lting codebook. The

2-way symmetric pu lse feed type amplifier ca n be realized with a tristate class S

scheme.

By employing two branches in amplitude, some properties of the legacy

multi-branch Doherty amplifiers can be retrieved. The fol lowing exam ples mimic a 2-

way asymmetric 1:2 pulse feed Doherty and a 3 way symmetric pulse feed Doherty

In the 2-way asymmetric 1:2 pulse feed Doherty case, two independent

pa ral lel single-level pu lse sequences are generated with a code book constrained by

the com plementa ry rule (Figure 12) together with the single-pu lse ru le in the first half-

segment. These pa rameters imply that a code book of 11 pulse trains is generated

with 2 pu lses per train. The second sequence has double amplitude com pa red to the

first sequence. Hence, two same but de-correlated pu lse train segment codebooks

are generated, each taking two levels, respectively 0- 1 and 0-2 . The summed resu lt

is a pulse train taking 4 relative values - 1.5 ; -0.5 ; +0.5 ; + 1.5, i.e. with a tota l of

12 1 multi-level pu lse trains in the resu lting codebook. A n optimal average K= 1.45

pu lses per carrier period is observed. By feeding each train to a power amplifier

bra nch, an asymmetric Doherty is emulated.

The case of a 3-way symmetric pu lse feed Doherty amplifier is i l lustrated in

Figure 15 . The same codebook and constellations are em ployed as in the previous 2-

way asymmetric case, with only differences in the power amplifier feed. Namely, the



scheme uses three even branches in a Doherty way. The initial 3-level pu lse train is

converted into 3 binary pulse trains at the same clock speed F2 = 16GHz. There

results one main pulsed sig nal and two even pea kers acting respectively for upper

and lower envelope pea ks. The other parameters of the simu lation a re N = 8 ;

FC= 2.125MHz and Fl = 2GHz.

Figure 16 shows another embodiment of the modulation device 1

com prising additiona l FIR filters for digital filtering. Elements identical o r simila r to

those of Figu res 1 and 2 a re desig nated by the same numeral .

The power amplifier 2 is made of 6 small drivers and power tra nsistors with

6 even g rou ps of fingers. A spatial FIR filtering is added in the modu lation device 1

with low qua ntization and limited number of taps to map onto the 6 distributed

drivers 19 of the last stage transistors fingers. The summing point of the fingers, i.e.

amplifier drain 9 is the filter output.

The figure shows an exam ple with 4 taps and 6 identica l fingers: the 4 ta ps

[½ 1 1 ½] are iso-spaced to create a periodic frequency response: one ha rmonic fa lls

onto FC with some stop bands close to the PPWM carriers and the SDM images

modu lo Fl .

Taps delays 35 can be prog rammable by digital delay trees and one

seria lizer per ta p. The arra ngement provides programmability to ada pt to both FC

and IBW ta rgets as well as com pensate for amplifier geometry delays and phase

imba la nce between fingers, especially la rger dies and power.

The FIR performances are very robust to ta p finger gain mismatch, e.g. as

hig h as 20% mismatch, which is usua lly slightly more than fingers mismatch on a

same power tra nsistor die. The filter taps 35 clean up the SDM PPWM noise for

example in RX ba nd or adjacent TX band . However, it does not increase the encoder

efficiency, as ca ncelled TX noise is simply dissipated in the PA last stage die.

In the foregoing, a method for com puting the complex energy to store in the

predistorsion table 15 was described . In an embodiment, the predistorsion table 15

is popu lated through experimental measu rements of the com plex energy of the

selected pulse train segments at the ca rrier frequency FC. Such measu rements bring

about the benefits of taking into account the ana logical properties of the radio-front

end 5, such as finite tra nsition slopes, memory effect of drivers and the like.



In fact, the analogica l properties of the radio-front end 5 cause the spectrum

of the radiated electromagnetic field to be slightly different from the spectrum of the

output signal 7 of the pu lse generator 17. However, a better efficiency of the

predistortion feedback loop can be obtained by taking into account the pu lsed signal

that was actual ly radiated by the antenna 4 rather tha n its idea l digital

representation. For that purpose, the com plex energy coefficients 18 can be

determined or refined through experimental measu rements, which ca n be conducted

as fol lows: the sigma delta modu lator 10 is controlled to repeat a given pulse train

segment over an adequate measurement period, during which a detector is

employed to measure the amplitude and phase of the radiated field about the ca rrier

frequency FC. The measu red phase is a relative phase with respect to a given

reference, e.g . any pulse train of the codebook having non zero energy and a

measu rable phase at the carrier frequency FC. For error minimization the reference

pu lse shou ld preferably be one with hig h energy at the carrier frequency FC a.k.a

preferably on the periphery of the constellation. The process is repeated for a ll pu lse

train segments of the codebook and the predistorsion table 15 is popu lated

according ly.

While the foregoing describes methods for selecting specific codebooks

optimized for specific applications, it shou ld be noted that the tables 1 and 15 may

a lso be populated to generate well-known coding schemes, e.g. a conventional PWM

coding scheme. As PWM generation is well known in the a rt, this a lternative need not

be further detailed.

Turning now to Figures 17 and 18, an embodiment of an emu lated band

pass sigma delta modu lator wil l be described. Elements which have a similar

function to those previously described in Figu res 2 and 3 a re designated by the same

reference numera l increased by 100.

A basic idea in Figu res 17 and 18 is to emu late a band pass sigma delta

modu lator by using a low pass sigma delta modu lator 110 together with a

numerica lly controlled oscillator (NCO) 50 for effecting two digita l frequency

transpositions at the carrier frequency of interest FC, i.e. a first digita l tra nsposition by

a first mixer 70 located between the first quantizer 111 and the mapping table 114

and a second digita l transposition by a second mixer 7 1 located in the feedback loop

of the sigma delta modulator 110 .



The low pass sigma delta modu lator 110 has a clean bandwidth centered

on DC (0Hz) of which the width may be about 5% of the oversam pling frequency Fl ,

and operates to reject qua ntization noise outside that low frequency ba nd.

The numerical ly controlled oscillator 50 is a digital generator which creates

a clocked discrete-time, discrete-va lued representation of a sinusoida l waveform

which oscil lates at a controlled frequency. In Figure 17, the NCO 50 receives the

clock sig nal at the oversampling frequency Fl and a control sig nal set to impose the

ca rrier frequency of interest FC. Namely, the NCO 50 delivers at each Fl clock

period a complex digital number 5 1 which approximates the instantaneous va lue of a

complex sinusoidal ca rrier wave oscillating at carrier frequency FC.

The mixer 70 is a com plex multiplier that mu ltiplies the qua ntized com plex

intermediary signal 112 delivered by quantifier 111 by the complex digital number

5 1, to produce the up-converted intermediary sig na l 52 . Since the output sig nal 5 1 is

coded over a finite number of bits, the up-converted intermediary signa l 52 is a lso

coded over a finite number of bits and ca n be used, as in the foregoing, to access a

symbol mapping table 114 and a digital predistorsion table 115 . However, a

difference with the foregoing embodiments lies in the fact that the number of com plex

quantized states of the up-converted intermedia ry sig na l 52 will genera lly be much

higher tha n the number of states of intermedia ry signa l 112. This point wil l be

illustrated in reference to Figure 20.

In Figure 20, the com plex constellation of intermedia ry signal 112 is

assumed to be identica l to that of intermedia ry sig na l 12 . Figure 20 actual ly shows a

constellation 120 obtained by rotating the com plex constel lation 20 of Figu re 3 by a

certain insta nta neous phase ang le —<
fe

, so as to represent the mu ltiplication of

intermediary signa l 112 by a com plex number e ~l(pk at mixer 70. It shou ld be noted

that a respective rotated constel lation 120 wil l be obtained for each different phase

the NCO output sig na l 5 1.

Therefore, in order to exploit a symbol mapping table 114 and a digita l

predistorsion table 115 in the same manner as in the foregoing, the tables have to be

popu lated for each qua ntized state of quantifier 111 in each and every possible

rotated constellation 120, which causes the table size to be expa nded by a factor

equal to the number of discrete values of the phase angle <
fe

. This observation

implies to code the insta ntaneous phase over a rather limited number of bits, e.g. 4



bits or 16 discrete va lues, otherwise the memory access time may become too long

and distu rb SDM stability.

Since the digita l predistorsion table 115 is popu lated with com plex energy

coefficients derived from a rotated constel lation 120, the mixer 7 1 must operates to

mu ltiply the retrieved coefficient by the conjugate va lue of output signal 5 1 prior to

feeding it back to SDM modu lator 110 .

The above operations is a rather conceptua l view because complex mixers

70 and 71 a re com plex digita l multipliers which ca nnot be rea lized at the carrier

frequency of interest, e.g. a few GHz, without a huge delay that wou ld jeopardize the

ba ndwidth of SDM modulator 110 and the stability of the feedback loop. In

reference to Figure 18, a preferred embodiment based on the same concept wil l now

be described, in which the operations of multipliers 70 and 71 a re substituted with

pre-computations that a re swal lowed up in the symbol mapping table 114 and a

digital predistorsion table 115 .

In Figu re 18, the NCO 60 delivers a time-domain qua ntized sig na l 6 1 that

represents the instantaneous phase <
fe

of the ca rrier wave oscillating at the selected

carrier frequency FC. In an embodiment, the qua ntized phase sig nal 6 1 is coded

over 4 bits. The post quantizer mixer 70 is now made implicit by increasing add ress

field that serves for pu lse code selection by NCO bits, e.g. 4 bits, which represent the

quantized insta nt phase of a digital local oscillator. This point will be better

understood by comparing again Figu res 3 and 20.

In Figure 3 , a quantized state of the constellation 20 can be uniquely

represented by a 6-bit address, e.g. address 10 110 1 for the circled state 65. By

contrast, in Figure 20, keeping in mind that there exists a rotated constel lation 120

for each discrete va lue of the phase angle <
fe

, a quantized state of the constellation

120 can be uniq uely represented by a 10-bit add ress e.g . add ress 10 110 1//0001 for

the circled state 165. This is because both the am plitude of components I and Q and

the insta ntaneous phase angle have to be combined to define an individual state.

In view of the above, the codebook selection methods described in reference

to Figu re 2 1 can be em ployed to popu late the table 114 , yet with each and every

rotated constellation 120. As a consequence, the codebook size wil l be expanded by

a factor 16 for a phase signal 6 1 coded over 4-bi†s.



As for the resulting com plex energy coefficients 118 , multiplication by the

conjugate factor number e l(pk must be made prior to storing in the digital

predistorsion table 115 , as a substitute to em ploying mixer 71.

For the rest, the operation of memory 113 and pu lse generator 117 is

similar to that of memory 13 and pu lse generator 17 and need not be described

further.

The above described method for emu lating a loca l oscil lator enables to shift

the clean ba ndwidth of the low pass SDM modulator 110 to a desired RF ca rrier

frequency ba nd that is only constrained by the oversam pling clock rate Fl . The NCO

50 or 60 controls the spectrum translation, so that the carrier frequency is selected by

the NCO 50 or 60 anywhere between 0 and Fl . With special band pass pu lse trains

(see Figure 12), even the second Nyquist zone can be selected .

As a consequence, sub GHz cellu lar bands can be synthesized with the same

insta nt clea n bandwidth as upper ba nds, e.g. 2 GHZ and with same the SDM clock

rate Fl . In an embodiment, a digital radio transmitter is obtained which is ada pted to

cover 700 to 2200 MHz while using fixed clocks at rates Fl and F2.

For a better frequency resolution, the number of bit of NCO output sig na l 6 1

must be larger. As an exam ple, a 10MHz step for Fl = 2GHz clock implies to code the

phase over 8 bits. An expa nsion factor of 256 ensues for the mapping tables that

may cause access time issues at such a hig h speed. Therefore the instant phase

sig nal is preferably limited to 3 or 4 bits.

With reference to Figu re 19, another embodiment based on the same

principle em ploys a MASH noise sha ping filter 80 to generate the NCO phase signa l

6 1. Namely the control sig nal 63 of the NCO 60 is delivered through a dithering

engine made of a Mash delta sigma filter 80, which is easy to pipeline at high speed

with no stability issue. The MASH filter 80 receives a refined carrier frequency value

FC, e.g. coded over 7 bits, and receives the most sig nificant bits at a first input 8 1

and the least sig nifica nt bits at a second input 82 . Althoug h a 4 th order filter is

shown, 2nd or 3 rd order may be enough for good dithering of phase and frequency

spu rs.

A n adva ntage of the emulated ba nd pass sigma delta modulator of Figures

17 to 19 is that the com plete SDM structu re includes the function of tra nsposing the

baseba nd input signa l 6 o r 106 at the RF ca rrier frequency of interest. It should be



noted that the band pass sigma delta modu lator 10 of Figu re 2 can be made

differently. However, some ba nd pass sigma delta mod ulation schemes require the

frequency tra nsposition to be done prior to entering the SDM modu lator. In other

words, some native ba ndpass SDM structures need an input signa l 6 that is not the

baseba nd sig na l 6, but as an a lready transposed version of it at ca rrier frequency FC,

thus requiring a much hig her oversampling rate Fl .

The foregoing modulation devices could be e.g. hardwa re means like e.g .

an ASIC, or a combination of hardware and softwa re means, e.g. an ASIC and an

FPGA, or at least one microprocessor and at least one memory with software

modu les located therein.

The invention is not limited to the described embodiments. The appended

claims are to be construed as embodying all modification and a lternative

constructions that may be occu rred to one skil led in the a rt, which fairly fal l within the

basic teaching here, set forth.

The use of the verb "to com prise" or "to include" and its conjugations does

not exclude the presence of elements or steps other than those stated in a claim .

Fu rthermore, the use of the article "a" or "an" preceding an element or step does not

exclude the presence of a plura lity of such elements or steps.

In the claims, any reference sig ns placed between parentheses shal l not be

construed as limiting the scope of the claims.



CLAIMS

. A sig nal modu lation device for providing an output signa l (107) to

a radio frequency front-end (5), the device comprising :

an input for receiving a com plex input signal (106) comprising an in-phase

com ponent signa l a nd a quadratu re-phase com ponent signa l,

a sigma-delta modulator (110) for modulating the complex input sig na l at an

oversam pling clock rate (F l ) into an intermedia ry sig nal ( 2), wherein the

intermediary signal takes a first finite number of quantized com plex states,

a symbol mapping table ( 4 ) for mapping the qua ntized com plex states of the

intermediary signa l to predefined qua ntized symbols ( 6) each encoding a pu lse

train segment of the output signa l,

a numerica l oscil lator (60) for generating a phase signal (6 1) oscil lating at a selected

carrier frequency (FC), wherein the phase sig na l takes a second finite number of

quantized states,

wherein the symbol mapping table ( 4 ) com prises a predefined qua ntized symbol

for each quantized com plex state of the intermediary signa l a nd each qua ntized state

of the phase signa l, a nd operates at each oversam pling clock period (F l ) to select a

quantized symbol ( 6) as a function of a current quantized complex state of the

intermediary sig na l ( 2) and a cu rrent quantized state of the phase signa l (6 1), a nd

a pulse generator (117) a rranged to receive the qua ntized symbol (116) selected at

each oversam pling clock period, wherein the pulse generator is ada pted to generate

the pu lse train segment encoded by the received qua ntized symbol, wherein the

generated pu lse train segment encodes the information content of the com plex input

sig nal (106) in the position and/or width a nd am plitude of the pu lses of the pu lse

train segment, wherein the pulse generator (117) operates at a second oversampling

clock rate (F2).

2 . The device in accorda nce with claim 1, further com prising a digita l

predistortion table ( 5) for mapping the quantized complex states of the

intermediary signal to predefined predistorsion symbols (118), and

a feedback loop for providing the predistorsion symbols (118) to the sigma-delta

modu lator.



3 . The device in accorda nce with claim 2, wherein the digita l

predistortion table (115) comprises a predefined predistortion symbol for each

quantized com plex state of the intermedia ry sig na l (112) and each quantized state of

the phase sig nal (6 1), and operates at each oversam pling clock period to select a

predistortion symbol as a function of the cu rrent quantized com plex state of the

intermediary signal and the cu rrent quantized state of the phase signa l .

4 . The device in accorda nce with claim 2 or 3 , wherein the

predistorsion symbol (118) associated to a com plex quantized state of the

intermediary signa l and a quantized state of the phase sig na l is a function of a

frequency-domain com plex energy coefficient of the pulse train segment encoded by

the corresponding qua ntized symbol at the carrier frequency (FC) and a com plex

phase coefficient corresponding to the qua ntized state of the com plex phase signa l

(6 1).

5 . The device in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 4 , wherein

the quantized symbol ( 6) com prises a pa ral lel binary sequence and wherein the

pu lse generator (117) com prises a serializer ada pted to serialize the pa ra llel binary

sequence at the second oversampling clock rate (F2) .

6 . The device in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein

the phase signa l (6 1) is coded over a predefined number of bits, e.g . over 4 bits.

7 . The device in accordance with claim 6, wherein the numerical

oscillator (60) com prises a phase accumulator operating as function of a control

sig nal (63) defining the selected carrier frequency coded over the predefined number

of bits and a clock sig na l at the first oversam pling clock rate (F l ), the device further

com prising a multi-stage low pass noise shaping sigma delta filter (80) arranged to

provide the control signa l (63) coded over the predefined number of bits by filtering a

refined control sig na l (8 1, 82) coded over a higher number of bits.

8 . The device in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 7, further

comprising a rate-adjustable clock arranged to provide a clock sig nal at the first

oversam pling clock rate (F l ), wherein the first oversam pling clock rate (F l ) is

adjustable over a sma l l adjustment ra nge.

9 . The device in accordance with any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein

the symbol mapping table (114) is obtained by executing the steps of:

selecting an initia l set of pu lse train segments having a time-g ranularity



corresponding †o a second oversam pling clock rate (F2),

determining a frequency-domain complex energy coefficient of the pulse train

segments of the initial set at the ca rrier frequency (FC), and

for each qua ntized state of the phase signa l,

computing a com plex phase coefficient corresponding to the quantized state {(pk )

of the com plex phase signa l, and

selecting a subset of the pu lse train segments of which the frequency-domain

com plex energy coefficients at the carrier frequency closely approximate the

quantized com plex states of the intermediary signal (112) mu ltiplied by the com plex

phase coefficient, so that each qua ntized com plex state of the intermediary signa l is

uniquely mapped to a pulse train segment of the subset,

for each pulse train segment to which a quantized com plex output state is

mapped, recording a quantized sym bol encoding the pu lse train segment at a

memory add ress associated to a combination of the quantized complex state of the

intermediary signal (112) combined with the quantized state of the phase sig nal (6 1) .

0 . A signa l modulation method for providing an output signal ( 07) to

a radio frequency front-end (5), the method comprising:

receiving a complex input signa l ( 06) com prising an in-phase component signa l and

a quadratu re-phase com ponent signal,

sigma-delta modu lating the com plex input signal at an oversam pling clock rate (F l )

into an intermediary sig na l ( 2), wherein the intermedia ry signal takes a first finite

number of qua ntized com plex states,

generating a phase sig na l (6 1) oscil lating at a selected carrier frequency (FC),

wherein the phase sig nal takes a second finite number of qua ntized states,

accessing a symbol mapping table (114 ) at each oversampling clock period (F l ) to

select a qua ntized symbol (116) encoding a pulse train segment of the output signal

as a function of a current quantized com plex state of the intermediary signa l (112)

and a cu rrent quantized state of the phase signal (6 1) ,

wherein the symbol mapping table ( 4 ) com prises a predefined qua ntized symbol

for each quantized com plex state of the intermediary signa l and each qua ntized state

of the phase signa l,

generating the pulse train segment encoded by the selected qua ntized symbol with a

pu lse generator (117) operating at a second oversam pling clock rate (F2), wherein



the generated pulse train segment encodes the information content of the com plex

input signa l (106) in the position and/or width and amplitude of the pulses of the

pu lse train segment.
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